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Abstract
We present here an open-source software platform for the integrationof speech translation components. This tool is useful to integrate
into a common framework different automatic speech recognition, spoken language translation and text-to-speech synthesis solutions, as
demonstrated in the evaluation of the European LC-STAR project, and during the development of the national ALIADO project. Gaia
operates with great flexibility, and it has been used to obtain the text and speech corpora needed when performing speech translation. The
platform follows a modular distributed approach, with a specifically designed extensible network protocol handling the communication
with the different modules. A well defined and publicly available API facilitates the integration of existing solutions into the architecture.
Completely functional audio and text interfaces together with remote monitoring tools are provided.

1. Introduction
Multilingual human to human communication using ma-
chines is an area of investigation being actively devel-
oped. Different technologies are involved in the translation
of speech, namely Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),
Spoken Language Translation (SLT) and Text-To-Speech
synthesis (TTS). Several projects are currently under de-
velopment or have recently been finished that make use
of these technologies: ALIADO (2002), LC-STAR (Har-
tikainen et al., 2003), CHIL (2004), or TC-STAR (2004)
to name a few. The development of the Gaia platform is
directly embedded into LC-STAR.
LC-STAR was started in February 1st, 2002 and con-
cluded on March, 2006, and focused on the creation of lan-
guage resources for transferring Speech-to-Speech Trans-
lation components. The goal of the project was to im-
prove human-to-human and person-machine communica-
tion in multilingual environments, aiming at the creation
of the needed lexica and corpora for flexible vocabulary
speech recognition, speech centered translation into se-
lected languages and high-quality speech synthesis. Two
parallel tracks addressed the different maturity of speech-
to-speech translation components. The goal of the first
track was to develop pronunciation lexica for each of the
12 languages, consisting of 50000 common word entries
and 50000 proper names entries each. The second track in-
cluded the development of corpora and language resources
needed for speech-to-speech translation, and the creationof
a baseline system. Among the different subtasks defined in
the later track, the Gaia platform was proposed as a demon-
stration system to show the language transfer. The rest of
this paper is devoted to the description of the platform ar-
chitecture.

2. Architecture
The demonstrator platform, Gaia, is a distributed server
which can offer translation in the three research languages
covering a tourist domain defined in the project. The plat-
form structure follows a modular design, where different

parts can be launched in separate machines.

Two different paradigms could be followed for achieving
distribution. The whole platform including the different
client interfaces, the recognition, translation and synthesis
engines, and the platform kernel could be implemented as
objects or components of a single entity. In this case, sev-
eral distributed computing models exist that permit com-
ponents to be spread across multiple computers: CORBA
(Common Object Request Broker Architecture)(Obj, 1998)
or OOA (Open Agent Architecture) (Cheyer and Martin,
2001) among others. This is the paradigm followed in the
related CHIL (2004) project, aimed at the exploration and
creation of environments in which computers are used in
human to human communication. On the other hand, a
client/server approach could be followed where each part
is conceived as an individual entity, with the ability (or re-
quirement) to run independently of the platform. This is
the approach followed in the Galaxy (Senef et al., 1998)
project at MIT or in the concluded national Spanish project
BASURDE (Bonafonte et al., 2000) among others.

The development of the Gaia platform follows the later
paradigm, since our interest is to integrate existing solu-
tions into a common framework and the client/server ap-
proach facilitates this process. Using a distributed comput-
ing paradigm increases unnecessarily the complexity of the
system and penalizes the integration of any existing tech-
nology, since it requires heavy modifications of the source
code. Standard sockets and a predefined network protocol
are used to interconnect the different modules of the sys-
tem. Figure 1 shows the different modules of the platform
and its distribution across a network environment. The
speech processing tasks (recognition, translation and syn-
thesis) are implemented in independent servers, communi-
cating with the platform kernel via standard network sock-
ets. Distribution is mandatory since each task can be com-
putationally demanding. Moreover, it allows the different
partners to implement their particular solutions in differ-
ent platforms if desired, achieving a high grade of flexibil-
ity. The kernel of the platform communicates with different
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types of servers:

• Terminal servers: they collect the input of the user and
provide the output. Three dual terminal servers have
being developed: i) telephone terminal, to interact us-
ing the telephone through Dialogic cards; ii) speech
console terminal, to interact using speech through and
IP connection and iii) text console terminal which is
mainly used to test the translation engine.

In LC-STAR, the demonstration is based on the tele-
phone terminal: two users can communicate using dif-
ferent languages, through a translation service pro-
vided by Gaia through the telephone.

• Speech Technology servers. Gaia is prepared to com-
pare different technologies. Therefore, more than one
server for a given technology can exist.

During the LC-STAR project, the following technology
servers were integrated:

• Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), provided by
UPC, see Bonafonte et al. (1998b) or Mariño et al.
(2000).

• Spoken Language Translation (SLT), using both the
technology provided by RWTH (Och and Ney, 2002)
and by UPC. The former included the advances
achieved during the LC-STAR project.

• Text to Speech Synthesis (TTS) provided by
UPC (Bonafonte et al., 1998a) for Spanish and Cata-
lan, and by the Festival project (Black and Taylor,
1997) for English.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the complete Gaia plat-
form: text and audio clients, and ASR, ASR with integrated
translation, SLT and TTS servers for the available lan-
guages.

The Gaia kernel handles the communication among the ter-
minals (platform clients) and the different speech technol-
ogy servers. The kernel keeps a database with the network
location (IP address and port) of the different ASR, SLT
and TTS servers, and establishes the appropriate connec-
tions based on the language, preferences and characteris-
tics of the client. Several options are supported to select the
pair of languages for the source and target terminal: either
the source client sets both, or the destination client selects

its language. Predefined pairs of languages are also avail-
able during the configuration stage. Depending on whether
the terminal servers use audio or text, the platform uses the
speech recognizers and synthesizes accordingly. An exam-
ple of this flexibility is shown in fig. 2, where a client using
Catalan connects to the platform using and audio terminal
(handset), and connects to the destination client which uses
English and a text interface. In this case, no synthesizer is
needed after the source to target translation stage, and no
recognition server is needed for the target client.

Figure 2:Schematic diagram of the case of an English au-
dio client connecting to a Catalan text client.

3. Speech Technology Modules
As seen in a previous section, Gaia follows the client/server
approach to account for the distribution of tasks. We have
implemented a network protocol to communicate with the
different servers involved in the process. Due to space re-
strictions, we will only present here the generalities of the
protocol, and the different issues that are accounted for.
For a detailed description of the protocol and other as-
pects of the software implementation, the reader is referred
to the technical documentation (Pérez, 2004). A common
structure is shared by the different structures, incorporating
commands to start, pause, resume and stop the operation of
the server. An abort possibility is available to immediately
stop the server in case some exceptional situation occurs
(network failure, user disconnection, etc.).

3.1. Automatic Speech Recognition

Gaia can be configured to use several independent rec-
ognizers, and the protocol contemplates the possibility of
a different grammar for each session; in its current im-
plementation, the grammar used by the server can not be
changed on a per turn basis. The connection to the server is
not closed and reopened again each time there is a change
of turn. Instead, it remains open for the whole session,
making it possible to use different adaptive techniques in
recognition. For instance, the models could be adapted to
the speaker or the different background noise conditions.
Along with the recognized text, it is often necessary to have
detailed information regarding the confidence of the text
and the position of the word inside the speech stream. The
protocol allows the recognizer server to return a special
structure containing this information. The protocol incor-
porates several commands to set some timing parameters
related to the proper ASR operation: maximum allowed ini-
tial silence, maximum allowed end silence, and a maximum
utterance duration. Different situations require the speech
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to be sampled with a particular frequency, hence it is de-
sirable that the protocol allows for several speech stream
parameters to be changed Among others, the sampling fre-
quency and compression scheme (A-law,µ-law and linear
PCM) can take different values at each turn.

3.2. Spoken Language Translation

Two different approaches to spoken language translation
are contemplated by the Gaia platform. First, the platform
implements the translation step in an engine (i.e. server)
independent from that of the ASR. The current SLT server
API has been kept quite simple, since the translation track
of the LC-STAR project is under active development and
no requirements other than to send and receive the original
and translated text, respectively, have been set. Needless
to say, the common set of commands shared by all the dif-
ferent platform interfaces is available (start, pause, resume
and abort operation).
On the other hand, one of the implemented prototypes in-
tegrates the translation engine in the ASR. In this case, no
specific SLT server is required, since the text received from
the recognition server is already translated into the target
language. As figure 1 shows, in case of integrating recog-
nition and translation, an ASR server must be defined for
each pair of languages. This is not necessary if using inde-
pendent engines, since no knowledge about the target lan-
guage is required in the recognition step.

3.3. Text-To-Speech Synthesis

We are currently using our own UPC synthesis engine and
the Festival synthesis system. The existing implementation
of the synthesizer interface only incorporates commands to
configure the audio stream. Similar to the recognition in-
terface, the compression schema (A-law,µ-law and linear
PCM) and the sampling frequency can be set on a per turn
basis. The common approach of using a standardized mark-
up language such as SSML1 can be used to set other op-
tions in the synthesis server. Standard marks exist to select
which speaker to use for synthesizing, the rate of the gener-
ated speech and whether we want an specialpronunciation
mode to be used (e.g. spelling an acronym or saying a date
or proper name). We adopted this approach since several
existing TTS systems already include it, thus no modifica-
tions are required.

4. Usage scenarios
Gaia has been developed with flexibility as one of the main
goals. Hence, multiple configurations of the platform can
be selected at runtime, depending on the desired scenario.
The complete configuration would be with two different
clients, and an interface for the ASR, the SLT and the TTS
for each direction of the call flow. But multiple variations
are allowed, where some of the interfaces may or not be
present. Imagine a scenario where two users want to use
the platform to communicate to each other in a different
language using the telephone. This requires thecomplete
version of the platform to be active, since both clients have

1http://www.w3.org/TR/speech-synthesis/

an audio interface, thus requiring the recognition and syn-
thesis stages to be performed, and the text translation en-
gine is necessary due to the different languages involved.
For each client, the speech recognizer is used to obtain the
transcription of what the user said, the translation would be
obtained using a standalone text translation server, and then
this text would be sent to the speech synthesizer in order to
obtain the audio data for the destination user.
A slightly different scenario would occur if the translation
engine and the speech recognizer were integrated. In this
case, the output text obtained from the recognizer could be
directly sent to the synthesizer module, since it would al-
ready be translated, and there would be no need to use a
different SLT. A direct connection between the ASR inter-
face and the TTS interface would be set by the kernel, and
no SLT interface would be created.
It is also possible for each user to have a different inter-
face to access the platform (e.g. one using a telephone
client, and the other a text client). It is clear that in one
direction the ASR module would not be necessary, whereas
in the other the synthesis part can obviously be skipped.
The client interface in the kernel assigned to the text client
would send and receive data directly from the translation
interfaces, while the interface connected to the audio client
would send data to the recognizer, and receive its input from
the TTS interface (this is the case previously shown in fig-
ure 2).
There exist several scenarios where only one client uses
the platform. For instance, when testing a SLT module the
client would send the text to be translated to the platform,
and would directly receive the translated strings. A simi-
lar situation occurs when Gaia is used as a tool to record
controlled dialogues. In this case, one of the clients would
be the user speaking the utterances to be recorded, and the
other client would be a program reading recorded prompts
(i.e. audio files) and sending them to the platform (fig. 3).
This offers many interesting possibilities. For instance,we
could have a recording scenario where the user repeats ex-
actly what is received from the platform. Another useful
option would be to implement a question/answering sys-
tem, where the questions are stored on disk, and the client
answers recorded by the platform. Figure 3 illustrates this
general scenario, which is related to the functionality of the
Ada (Rodŕıguez and Moreno, 1998) tool developed at our
university.

Figure 3: Diagram of Gaia platform used as a prompt
recorder.

5. Conclusions
We have presented in this paper a software environment
that can be useful when doing research in spoken language
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technologies. The principal role of the Gaia platform is
to connect different solutions for each of the technologies
involved (automatic speech recognition, spoken language
translation and text-to-speech synthesis). Considering the
high computational requirements of each individual tech-
nology and the flexibility required when multiple partners
collaborate providing a particular server Gaia (with the pos-
sibility of each of them working in a different platform), it
is mandatory to minimize the processor load of the plat-
form. Furthermore, there is need of distributed computing,
since we do not desire to overload a single processor or
machine. After careful review of several related projects,
a client/server approach has been adopted and an extensi-
ble network protocol specifically designed. This facilitates
the integration of existing independent servers into the Gaia
framework. The existing UPC servers for ASR, SLT and
TTS have been adapted and integrated into the platform
structure. We have also implemented an intermediate layer
in order to use the Festival Speech Synthesis System (Black
and Taylor, 1997) with the Gaia platform.
Several demonstrations of speech translation have been
performed (Banchs et al., 2006), using either the inte-
grated recognition and translation engine, or the separated
SLT solution. The statistical translation engine developed
at RTWH (Och and Ney, 2002) was directly integrated
into the text translation engine as a dynamic library. As
mentioned earlier in this paper, the Spanish project ALI-
ADO (ALIADO, 2002) has also adopted it as the demon-
stration platform. The speech corpus needed for the LC-
STAR (Hartikainen et al., 2003) project has been obtained
using this platform.
The Gaia platform has already been successfully used dur-
ing the development of different stages in the LC-STAR
project, as reported in (Banchs et al., 2006). It was used
to obtain the speech corpora belonging to the travel domain
needed for the project by selecting a special configuration,
since no recognition, translation nor synthesis was required,
only the recorded audio.
Portability among different platforms is guaranteed by us-
ing standard C++ for programming the different parts.
The remote monitoring and configuration applets are pro-
grammed in Java and can be used from several Java-
compatible browsers (e.g. Mozilla, Galeon or Opera).
Since the software is provided together with full sources
and technical documentation, developers will find it easy to
adapt any related technology to Gaia.
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